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Disclaimer
The suggestions, information and resources in this report are made in a general nature and
towards the benefit of men and women generally. By no means are they representative of the exact steps
YOU should take. Please take them as examples and samples and do your due diligence before implementing anything suggested.
The tips, testimonials, and examples in this report are not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone
will achieve the same or similar results.
Each individual's success depends on his or her desire, taste, effort and motivation to follow advice.
There is no guarantee you will duplicate the results stated here.
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“Orene’s TOP TEN TIPS to Quickly
Update Your Image with Ease
For Women and Men”
By Orene Kearn, Image and Wardrobe Consultant, JD, AICI FLC

Introduction
This Style Guide is for you if you are a busy woman or man, if you are professional, if you
feel a bit frumpy, if you want to look thinner, if you travel a lot and/or if you have many social events, particularly if you don’t have much time for shopping. Yet, you want to feel stylish while still being professional and you want to look and feel your best. I understand all of
these issues. I have put together a list of 10 things for men and women to do now to have
more of a stylish and timeless appeal without spending a lot of time and money investing in
your wardrobe.
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But First, Who is Orene and Why Should You Listen to Her?
I am Orene Kearn, a certified image and wardrobe consultant, and an expert on strategic
dressing for all body types. I’ve been working with women and men for many years to make
them feel comfortable, more youthful, sexy, energetic and up-to-date, dressing them to look
their best. With a strong artistic educational background, I have a great sense of balance
and proportion, clothing designs and fashion knowhow. I love to assist my clients in developing their unique personal styles and building their wardrobes to suit their needs. I have
dressed hundreds of women and men business owners and professionals. I can transform
your closet, your business style, your casual style, everything you want easily and without
you spending a lot of time or money.

Prior to becoming an image consultant, I practiced law, specializing in the areas of estate
planning and probate, wills, trusts, and general tax law at major corporate law firms. I
attended Hastings College of the Law in San Francisco, graduating with my J.D. in 1981. After
a successful career at one of California’s leading law firms, I decided to pursue another avenue. Many of my friends had been asking for help in sorting through their wardrobes and
improving their style, and I found that I have a knack for this. Consequently, after much education and study in the field, I earned my certification in image consulting and became a
member of the Association of Image Consultants International (AICI).
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Style Tips
Sometimes changing just one thing in your overall look can make all of the difference in your
image. You can look thinner, more attractive, stylish and younger. The style tips below are
designed to help you go from average to spectacular.

For Women
1) Splurge on beautifully tailored jackets – a great fitting jacket can
transform your figure and your look. At work, this “third piece”
keeps you looking polished and professional. Make sure the length
and style are right for your body type. For example, a petite woman would not want the length of the jacket to be longer than midhip, or a large-breasted woman may want to avoid double-breasted
jackets.
2) Purchase current accessories jewelry and scarves - that give you more bang for your
buck. This is a safe place to purchase affordable but impactful pieces that can update your look. For example, you
can bring a classic solid-colored top up to a very stylish level by adding a statement necklace, or you can switch from
classic stud earrings to diamond hoops for a more youthful
look.
3) Purchase a current pair of shoes – a stylish pair of shoes
can keep you looking up-to-date and pull together your
outfit. Conversely, out of date shoes can bring your look
down and even be frumpy. Hosiery also plays an important
role in your overall look. For instance, the current style of
matching opaque hosiery to your shoes visually elongates
your legs.
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4) Wear a great fitting bra. Undergarments that fit correctly
make all the difference in the
appearance of your clothes and
can help you look slimmer and
take years off your look! In addition to terrific support from
your bra, be sure to avoid having
back fat bulging over the back strap, which may show in your
clothes.
5) Invest in a great-fitting pair of dark-wash jeans as a staple in your
wardrobe. These are very versatile and can be dressed up or down.
Look to see how flattering the rear is – certain pocket styles can
add fullness and others can make your rear look slimmer.
6) Bring attention to your face. Your face is your communication center. What can you do to be a better communicator? Start by wearing the right colors. When you wear colors that relate to your own
coloring, you automatically hold people’s attention. Don’t underestimate the power of
wearing a shade of green if your eyes are green, or wearing a brown jacket if your hair is
brown. This subliminal color connection makes you appear more
credible and capable. Wear a color that is glaringly not one of your
best and you appear disreputable, ill-at ease, not authentic.
7) Check Your Grooming. A well-groomed woman’s appearance sends
the message that she’ll take care of details and get the job done. To
earn that respected look, keep your makeup appropriate for your
position and work culture. Looking natural doesn’t mean going au
naturel. Polished makeup makes you look professional and productive.
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8) Update your hairstyle. A great haircut can do wonders for your image and keep you looking youthful. Get your hair color and hair cut dates on your calendar so you don’t get behind on maintenance.
9) Update Your Eyeglasses – updating your eyeglasses to current-looking frames, particularly ones that allow your eyes to appear larger, can change your entire look. You may want
to try something fun with color.
10)Swap Your Handbag – your handbag should be the right scale for
your body. If you are petite, a too large handbag overwhelms your
frame. Conversely, if you are tall, a too small bag may look too diminutive to flatter your frame, making you appear larger.

For Men
1) Watch your belly – make sure that the rise of your pants (the
distance from the crotch to the top of the pant) hits you at a
flattering point on your natural waist. If your pants bunch up
around the crotch, you appear heavier. If you have a larger
mid-section, be very careful of wearing large prints or bright
colors in your shirts.
2) Splurge on leather accessories: briefcase, belts and wallet.
People often judge your success and attention to detail on the
basis of these accessories. Belts and shoes should match in
color, texture and finish.
3) Wear a wrist watch when trying to impress people, for example on a job interview or a
date, as you look more responsible. Cell phones seem to have taken over for a time
piece, but nothing beats a good looking watch for a conversation piece.
4) Invest in a great-fitting pair of dark-wash jeans as a staple in your wardrobe. These are
very versatile and can be dressed up or down. Look for jeans you feel comfortable in but
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are not tapered-- a straight leg or even a boot cut style will make your legs look longer. In
addition, look to see how flattering the rear is – certain pocket styles can add fullness and
others can make your rear look flatter. The length should be flat against your shoe to
avoid too much bagginess.
5) Try wearing a well-tailored sport coat or blazer over a pair of jeans to update your look.
It dresses up your dark-wash jeans and makes you look
sharp.
6) Purchase a current pair of shoes – a stylish, modern pair of
shoes can keep you looking up-to-date and pull together
your outfit. Be sure to keep them clean.
7) Pay Attention to the fit and maintenance of your clothes.
Avoid baggy, wrinkled and ill-fitting or too tight clothes. If you clothes are ill-fitting wrinkled or stained, it is impossible to look sharp and puttogether.
8) Update Your Eyeglasses – updating your eyeglasses to current-looking frames can add dimension and style to your
face.
9) Check your grooming. Keep a clean hairline at your neck. Do
your eyebrows need trimming? How about your ears? You want to be sure that nothing is
distracting about your face so tend to any necessary grooming. You may not notice these
things but other people do.
10) Bring attention to your face. Your face is your best asset in business. It’s your communication center. What can you do to be a better communicator?
Start by wearing the right colors. When you wear colors that relate to your own coloring, you automatically hold people’s attention. Don’t underestimate the power of wearing a shade of
green if your eyes are green, such as in a tie or shirt, or wearing
a brown jacket if your hair is brown. This subliminal color con-
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nection makes you appear more credible and capable. Wear a color that is glaringly not
one of your best and you appear disreputable, ill-at ease, not authentic.

Are You Curious as to How to Take Your Image Up a Level?
I understand that being a busy woman or man, you don’t always have time for shopping nor
do you know where to shop to maximize your dollar – where to get the best quality items for
less. I also understand that you don’t have a lot of time in your day to go shopping and to
figure out what to wear in your closet. Often people like you tend to find it helpful to have
someone like me on hand who can come in a couple of times a year and update your wardrobe and your closet.
If you would like to chat about how that would work, I would love to talk to you. Apply for
the opportunity to chat with me in a complimentary image assessment session, where
we can explore your challenges and goals. There is no obligation and I’m happy to talk at a
time that is convenient for both of us. I am limited on the number of these calls I do each
week.
If you want to learn how to transform your image sooner than later, I recommend that you

click here and fill out your QUESTIONNAIRE now, and I’ll be in touch to set up a
time.

Here’s to always looking your best and may your wardrobes fulfill your desires and simplify
your life!

Orene
Image and Wardrobe Consultant
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